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as the band worked on the album, they had to figure out how to create a tracklist that would feel cohesive without repeating themselves. everything had to have a purpose, a reason for being. the first seven songs are a journey, harrison points out.
theyre all very different from each other, and that goes into the back, the end. a day after the finished mixes were delivered, the band decided to mix the record at their own studios, with even more input from einziger. with all the final details in place,

incubus entered einzigers studio in providence, rhode island, to begin work with harrison on the title track. in february, the band headed into the studio to record their last set of vocals. during their second day, they began a test of their extreme
dedication to this album. after six hours of trying to get the single, which was the band lifes blood, the mix was done. i was like, ok, we can do this, they say. if the album swings between genres, so does the band itself. like a party, he says. i hope youre
having fun, and i wanna be there to throw you a great time. we love each other so much, we can never be apart. like an unbreakable curse or some kinda magic spell, the band has never been static. while the construction of the album often feels like a
tale of youthful adventure, the story behind the album is actually more mature than previous albums. i didnt really have the support system in place to deal with things, he says. i didnt understand how to deal with anything, but i learned to deal. when

your a kid, you dont know how to deal with things like that. we can talk about it now, but those days were really rough. when i was 23, im a totally different dude. i have that same passion, but im all grown up now and i have a baby girl and i know what i
want in life. and i finally have a sense of responsibility.
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lia never remembers not singing. i didnt really know any different, she explains. growing up around
someone who was always making music and always writing, it just seemed like the natural thing.
since the start her voice was a cut above, a bassy, deep thing even when she was just a kid. but
what really hooked her into making music was lyrics. i still dont really see myself as a singer, she

explains. first and foremost im a writer, thats my main passion. by her early teens she was already
gigging locally. at 16 she decided to throw herself fully into music. i went to college for a month, but
i got kicked out for smoking in the non-smoking area, she shrugs. a couple of months later she was
off on tour anyway with her band the mysterines. i never wanted to be solo, she says. i knew my

songs werent gonna be acoustic, they needed to have a big and full sound behind them. the idea of
a band also fitted into a classic set-up that lia loved. i wanted to have a gang-like atmosphere, she
says. i thought it was cool when blondie and the pretenders did that having a woman in charge. at
the same time, theyve also begun work on new music. the band will release the summer single, in

the arms of armor, on july 6, followed by a full-length album, crusader (due october 6, 2018). thanks
to 6 years, 37 million units of sold records and countless unforgettable shows around the world,

meshuggah is one of the biggest bands in modern heavy metal. but before the singles and album
came out, there were four killer bmth shows to look forward to. on june 7, bmth will be the first metal

band to ever headline the state farm arena in atlanta, followed by a huge july 9 show at download
festival. they also will be supporting behemoth on their extensive north american tour. 5ec8ef588b
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